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Abstract
Expectations for the observation of top-quark pair production in proton-proton col-
lisions at the
√
s = 10 TeV with two leptons (electron or muon) in the final state are
presented. The emphasis is put on an analysis strategy for the early phase of CMS
operation with data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 10 pb−1. The Stan-
dard Model signal and background sources are surveyed for a selection based on the
requirement of two leptons (electron or muon) in the final state, at least two hadronic
jets and missing transverse energy. A clear signal stands out, and the signal cross
section can be measured with a statistical uncertainty of about 15% and a system-
atic uncertainty close to 10% excluding the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity,
which is expected to be 10%. A complementary approach is also presented for the
early phase of operation which relies on jets reconstructed in the tracker and does not
make use of the missing transverse energy observable. A good signal sensitivity can
be obtained with such a selection which relies minimally on the calorimeter measure-
ments. Having established simple and robust analysis strategies for the early phase,
the possibility to further gain in sensitivity by exploiting the b-quark content of the
events is studied for an integrated luminosity of 100 pb−1.

11 Introduction
The study of the properties of the top-quark pair (tt) production in proton-proton collisions
at the LHC is of high importance. Contributions from pp → tt process are a source of ener-
getic leptons through the top quark decay chain and constitute an important background for
numerous searches for new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). The cases where both
of theW bosons, from the (anti) top-quark decay, themselves decay leptonically into electrons
or muons, provide the cleanest tt final states. In this paper, simple baseline analysis strategies
adapted to the early phase of the CMS detector [1] operation at the LHC are presented for the
observation of pp→ tt+ X production at √s = 10 TeV. The strategies are designed to provide
first measurements of the cross section in the dilepton final state as early as with a data sample
of 10 pb−1. With increasing integrated luminosities, the b-quark content of the events will be
exploited and a possible strategy is presented for 100 pb−1 of accumulated data. The signal
sample for tt production is defined from the collection of events where both W bosons in the
top-quark decay chain decay leptonically to an electron or a muon, including cases where the
W decays to a tau-lepton that subsequently decays into a muon or an electron.
The baseline strategy described here relies on a simple counting experiment approach. The
number of event candidates passing a selection characteristic of signal, is compared to the ex-
pected contribution from all non-tt SM sources. An excess of events is ascribed to the produc-
tion of tt. In such a counting experiment, it is very important to validate the estimates of the
non-tt contributions. This is achieved here by using control regions where these backgrounds
are expected to be large and the signal contribution is expected to be small. The event sam-
ple is divided into bins of different jet multiplicity, because tt events tend to have jets from
the b-quarks in top decay, while most other backgrounds tend to have less than two jets in
the final state. The measurements in events with zero or one jet are compared to background
expectations and then the tt signal is extracted from events with at least two jets.
The main strategy for the signal-like event selection is based on requirements of two isolated
leptons with opposite-sign charge and with high transverse momentum (pT) [2], significant
missing transverse energy and some number of jets (Njets) reconstructed in the calorimeter. A
Z-boson veto, based on the invariant mass of the lepton system is applied to suppress Drell-
Yan events with e+e− or µ+µ− in the final state. As a complementary approach to the main
strategy, a selection which does not rely as much on the calorimeter performance is presented
for the early phase of data taking. For this selection, the same dilepton selection is used, but the
jets are reconstructed using only the tracker information and the requirement on the missing
transverse energy is omitted. The analysis of the b-quark content of jets in the signal sample
is done based on the main event selection with a more stringent requirement on the missing
transverse energy.
Background contributions resulting from badly reconstructed observables, or wrongly identi-
fied leptons, cannot be reliably controlled using only simulation. Hence, a data driven method
is developed to estimate the contributions from Drell-Yan (DY) → e+e− and µ+µ− events.
These events naturally do not have missing energy and pass the final event selection due to
large mismeasurement of the missing energy or of the lepton momenta. Furthermore, a data
driven method is developed to obtain an estimate of the number of events with a hadronic
jet misidentified as an isolated lepton (fake lepton). These data driven methods rely on the
definition of event samples dominated by the corresponding background contribution.
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2 Simulated data
The processes expected to contribute to the dilepton signature include the production of tt,
Drell-Yan+jets (DY+jets), single top-quark production, dibosons,W-boson with jets, and QCD
multi-jet. Details of simulated samples used in this analysis are given in Table 1. The tt, single
top, W/DY + jets, and W/Z + cc, tt events are generated using MADGRAPH event genera-
tor [3], while the remaining samples are generated using PYTHIA [4]. The DY+jets sample is
generated with the mass of the dilepton system above 20 GeV/c2. Both W + jets and DY+jets
samples are inclusive in jet multiplicity and contain events with zero jets. The QCD multi-jet
contribution is estimated from samples with events where a muon (pp → jets → µ+ X sam-
ple), or an electron-like object (pp→ jets→ e+ X samples) is required to exist at the generator
stage. The contributions from both of these samples are henceforward combined and are re-
ported as QCD. Similarly, the contributions from tW, s- and t-channel single top production
samples are combined and are collectively reported as a single top production. Essentially all
events with two reconstructed leptons in theW/Z+ cc, bb sample are DY+jets events with c- or
b-quark pairs in the final state not simulated in the DY+jets sample. Both theW/Z+ cc, bb and
the DY+jets samples are combined and are further reported as DY+jets, except in Section 9,
where the events with heavy flavor are distinguished and listed separately. The cross sections
for each sample are scaled to their expected next-to-leading order (NLO) values except for the
QCD multi-jet cross sections taken at the leading order. The tt cross section is taken from [5],
the diboson cross sections are calculated with the MCFM program [6], the cross sections for
W + jets and DY+ jets are scaled from their leading order values by a factor of 1.14 [7], and the
single-top cross sections are scaled from their NLO values at
√
s = 14 TeV reported in [8, 9] by
a ratio of their leading order cross sections reported by MADGRAPH at 10 TeV and 14 TeV.
Table 1: Simulated data samples used in this work. The event generator used and the assumed
cross section are listed for each sample. The DY+jets events are generated with MADGRAPH
(PYTHIA) for dilepton masses above 50 GeV/c2 (between 20 GeV/c2 and 50 GeV/c2). The W +
jets, DY+jets, W/Z + cc, bb, and s/t-channel single-top samples include only leptonic decays
of the W and Z bosons. All other samples are inclusive. Both W + jets and DY+jets samples
are inclusive in jet multiplicity and contain events with zero jets.
Process MC Generator Cross Section Comment
tt MADGRAPH 414 pb mt = 172.4 GeV/c2
W + jets MADGRAPH 46 nb zero or more jets
DY+jets MADGRAPH+PYTHIA 6.6 nb zero or more jets
W/Z+ cc, bb MADGRAPH 329 pb
WW PYTHIA 74 pb
WZ PYTHIA 29 pb
ZZ PYTHIA 10.4 pb
tW MADGRAPH 29 pb mt = 172.4 GeV/c2
s-channel single top MADGRAPH 5 pb mt = 172.4 GeV/c2
t-channel single top MADGRAPH 130 pb mt = 172.4 GeV/c2
pp→ jets→ µ+ X PYTHIA 122 nb pˆT > 20 GeV/c, pTµ > 15 GeV/c
pp→ jets→ e+ X PYTHIA 8640 nb 20 GeV/c < pˆT < 170 GeV/c
All samples are simulated using full CMS detector simulation including the High Level Trigger
(HLT) response simulation [1]. The effects of realistic detector misalignment andmiscalibration
were studied earlier in [10, 11] and are not repeated here. The effect of multiple proton-proton
3interactions (pile-up) has not been included in the simulated samples.
3 Event Selection
Events with two isolated leptons (e or µ) passing identification requirements, having opposite-
sign charge, and the momentum satisfying pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4 [2] are selected.
The identification requirements applied to electrons and muons were shown to be robust with
respect to detector misalignment and miscalibration in the context of the previous study [10].
Three exclusive dilepton final states are considered: two electrons (e+e−), two muons (µ+µ−),
and an electron and a muon (e±µ∓).
Based on the simulated response of the CMS trigger system, the events are required to pass
either the single muon trigger (pT > 9 GeV/c) or the single electron trigger (pT > 15 GeV/c).
The trigger efficiency is high because there are two leptons in the events of interest: both leptons
have to fail the trigger for the event to be rejected.
The lepton isolation requirement is a combination of the requirement on the isolation using
the tracker information and the isolation using both the electromagnetic and hadronic calor-
imeter information. The tracker isolation requirement is Itrk = pT/(pT + T) > 0.9 for both
electrons and muons, where T is the sum of transverse momenta of all tracks in a cone of
∆R =
√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 = 0.3 around the lepton excluding the lepton itself. The calorimeter
isolation requirement is Ical = pT/(pT + C) > 0.9(0.8) for muons (electrons), where C is the
sum of transverse momentum measured in the electromagnetic and hadron compartments of
the calorimeter cells in the cone of ∆R < 0.3(0.4) for muons (electrons) with the contribu-
tion from the lepton excluded. The requirement on Ical for electrons has a different value due
to differences in the way the isolation algorithm removes the lepton footprint and different
thresholds used to calculate C for electrons and muons. The requirement on Ical for electrons is
chosen to roughly match the efficiency of that for muons.
While applying the selections in events wheremore than one lepton pair passes, only one dilep-
ton is counted. The pair of leptons which has the highest pT and is more isolated is selected.
Among events passing the full event selections this procedure applies only to less than 0.3% of
events.
Jets are reconstructed in the calorimeter using a seedless infrared-safe cone jet algorithm with
a cone size of ∆R = 0.5 [12]. The calorimeter jets are calibrated to correct, on average, the
observed energy of each jet in the calorimeter to the energy of particles emitted in the cone at
the nominal collision point. The correction accounts for non-linearities in the calorimeter re-
sponse, as well as the loss of charged particles from the jet cone due to bending in the magnetic
field [13–15]. The number of jets reconstructed in the calorimeter with calibrated pT > 30 GeV/c
and pseudo-rapidity |η| < 2.4 [2] is counted. At least two jets are required in events passing
the final signal selection.
The e+e− and µ+µ− final states are less pure than the e±µ∓ final state because of the DY contri-
bution. Events with an e+e− or µ+µ− pair with invariant mass within 15 GeV/c2 of the Z mass
are rejected. This veto reduces the tt acceptance in the e+e− and µ+µ− channels by 25%.
After the Z-veto, the ability to further reject the DY+jets background depends crucially on
performance of missing transverse energy measurement (E/T). The missing transverse energy
is calculated as the vector sum of all calorimeter towers [1, 2]. It is then corrected for the
presence of muons in the event and also for the jet energy difference between the uncalibrated
and calibrated jets [16].
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The requirements on the missing transverse energy in the same flavor final states is E/T >
30 GeV. This requirement rejects close to 70% of the DY→ e+e−, µ+µ− background and keeps
86% of the signal events. In the case of e±µ∓, the E/T is required to be above 20 GeV. This is
expected to reject about a half of the purely QCD multi-jet background, and is 93% efficient on
tt → e±µ∓ decays. The distribution of the missing transverse energy in events with at least
two jets is shown in Fig. 1.
4 Expectations from Monte Carlo
In Fig. 2, the expected number of events passing the main event selections normalized to
10 pb−1 is shown. A summary of the expected number of events with Njets ≥ 2 is given in Ta-
ble 2 as expected directly from the simulation together with the predictions of the data driven
methods described in Sections 5 and 6. The values estimated with these data driven methods
will supersede the predictions for DY+jets (in the e+e− and µ+µ− final states), W+jets, and
pure QCD multi-jet. The contributions from the single-top, dibosons (excluding contributions
where the dilepton comes from a Z), DY→ τ+τ−, andW/Z+ γ+ jets remain predicted by the
simulation alone. Here, theW/Z+ γ+ jets corresponds to cases where the photon converts to
an electron-positron pair that contributes an electron or a positron to the selected dilepton pair,
while the second electron (or positron) of the conversion pair evades the event selection. Pre-
liminary estimates of this contribution in the simulation suggest this contribution to the main
analysis selections is 0.1± 0.1 (0.2± 0.2) events with at least two jets in the e±µ∓ (e+e−) final
state. This contribution is negligible compared to all other backgrounds.
Table 2: Expected number of events passing the full event selection with Njets ≥ 2 in 10 pb−1
reported with statistical uncertainties corresponding to the size of the used samples. If no
events pass in the given sample, an upper limit corresponding to two simulated events is re-
ported. The numbers are for the main analysis selections, and for the complementary study
using tracker jets described in Section 8. Uncertainties of 0.5, 0.2, and 0.3 events in e+e−, µ+µ−,
and e±µ∓ modes from QCD samples is not included in the total of all background contribu-
tions. Contributions from non-signal tt, DY→ ee/µµ+ jets, W + jets, and QCD will be super-
seded by predictions from the data driven methods. The uncertainties on the predictions of the
data-driven methods include the systematic uncertainties.
Main selection Track-jet selection
Data sample e+e− µ+µ− e±µ∓ e+e− µ+µ− e±µ∓
tt→ `` 11.6± 0.2 13.2± 0.2 35.6± 0.4 10.4± 0.2 11.3± 0.2 26.7± 0.4
other tt 0.21± 0.03 0.04± 0.01 0.46± 0.04 0.4± 0.04 0.05± 0.02 0.43± 0.04
Single top 0.46± 0.03 0.56± 0.03 1.40± 0.06 0.32± 0.03 0.35± 0.03 0.85± 0.04
WW/WZ/ZZ 0.26± 0.02 0.33± 0.03 0.71± 0.05 0.15± 0.02 0.2± 0.02 0.28± 0.02
DY→ ττ + jets 0.3± 0.1 0.3± 0.1 0.7± 0.2 0.1± 0.06 0.15± 0.07 0.22± 0.08
DY→ ee/µµ+ jets 4.1± 0.4 5.3± 0.4 0.08± 0.05 6.1± 0.5 6.7± 0.6 0.19± 0.07
W + jets 0.2± 0.1 < 0.1 0.3± 0.1 0.2± 0.1 < 0.1 0.3± 0.1
QCD < 1 < 0.4 < 0.4 < 1 < 0.4 < 0.4
Total backgrounds 5.5± 0.4 6.6± 0.4 3.7± 0.2 6.9± 0.5 6.9± 0.6 1.6± 0.2
Data driven fakes 1.1± 0.6 0.8± 0.4 2.5± 1.2 1.3± 0.6 0.5± 0.2 1.9± 1.0
Data driven DY 4.0± 1.3 5.1± 1.6 6.6± 2.2 7.2± 2.4
Several important aspects of the composition of events expected to pass the final selection are
highlighted below.
• As anticipated, the e+e− and µ+µ− channels suffer from backgrounds of order 40%
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improved E/T reconstruction based on additional corrections using tracks [17]. Pre-
liminary studies show an improvement in DY rejection at essentially no loss to signal
efficiency, as can be seen in Fig. 3. This novel E/T algorithm is however not used in
the following discussion.
• Small contribution from DY→ ee/µµ+ jets observed in the e±µ∓ final state is due to
fake electrons in DY→ µµ+ jets events where the second muon is not reconstructed
or does not pass event selection.
• In all channels, but particularly in the e±µ∓ channel, events with two or more jets
are dominated by the contribution from tt.
• The expected event yields are such that the statistical uncertainty on the cross section
measurement in 10 pb−1 will be close to 15%.
• The contribution from diboson backgrounds is small.
• The W+jets background is small. It consists mostly of events with a muon or an
electron from the W boson decay and a fake electron. The rate for these events can
be reduced by applying more stringent requirements on the electron identification
and isolation in case the rate in data is observed to be substantially larger.
• The number of events available in the QCD samples is insufficient to directly esti-
mate its contribution.
5 Data driven estimates of DY+jets
As discussed in Section 4, the contribution from events with DY+jets can be almost as large
as the signal itself in the e+e− and µ+µ− final states. In events with large E/T, the DY events
pass the event selection as a result of the mismeasurement of the missing transverse energy.
To predict the DY contribution in the e+e− and µ+µ− modes, events with dilepton masses be-
tween 76 GeV/c2 and 106 GeV/c2 are used. The fraction of the DY events with masses outside
the 76 GeV/c2 and 106 GeV/c2 range relative to the events inside the range (Rout/in) is esti-
mated directly from the simulation of events passing the event selection. The number of events
inside the range observed in data (corrected for non-DY contribution using events in e±µ∓)
multiplied by Rout/in gives the number of expected DY events in the signal sample. While this
approach relies on the simulation to properly predict the fraction of the mass spectrum, it does
not substantially rely on jet and E/T simulation, which is of greater concern. Based on the ex-
pected number of events near Z-peak, and observed variations of Rout/in with modified event
selections and different simulated samples, a 30% systematic uncertainty is estimated for this
method. Using this method, 4.0± 1.3 and 5.1± 1.6 events are predicted in e+e− and µ+µ− final
states respectively.
6 Data driven estimates of fake leptons
Fake leptons appear when products of a hadronic jet are misidentified as an isolated lepton.
Based on the simulation alone, as can be seen in Table 2 in the non-dilepton tt contribution and
as also visible in Fig. 2 in theW + jets, the fake lepton contribution is dominated by fake elec-
trons and is not expected to exceed 10% of all events with a substantial margin for error. The
simulation is not expected to be able to provide a reliable estimate of this background given
potentially inappropriate modeling of the fake leptons. To predict the number of fake leptons
passing all the final identification and isolation selections, events with lepton candidates fail-
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ing these selections while still passing substantially looser selections (denominator objects) are
used, similar to the method used in Ref. [18]. The looser selection is chosen to keep similarity
of the selected candidates to leptons. The fraction of these loosely selected candidates passing
the full selection is the fake ratio FR. For fake leptons this ratio is expected to be the same in the
signal-like events as well as in multi-jet events completely dominated by fakes. In data the fake
ratio will be measured in events passing jet triggers. A smaller value of the fake ratio allows to
statistically better predict the fake lepton contribution, but can introduce a larger systematical
uncertainty.
In this analysis the denominator objects are required to pass relaxed identification requirements
and have the tracker isolation Itrk > 0.7, and the calorimeter isolation Ical > 0.7(0.6) for muons
(electrons). The FR is estimated in bins of pT and |η| from a sample of QCD multi-jet events
generated with PYTHIA (not listed in Table 1). It is first tested on W + jets events passing the
final dilepton selection in the e±µ∓ final state by identifying the lepton from a W using the
generator information and by weighting each denominator object not matching to a W with
the FR. The rate of fakes predicted in this test is in agreement with the observed count of fake
leptons within 15%. This confirms that the fake ratio in multi-jet events is in agreement with
that in theW + jets events.
The number of fake leptons is predicted by scaling the number of the denominator objects
failing the final selections by FR/(1− FR). This is an approximation in which the double-fakes
are treated as single fakes (which results in double-counting), the small bias due to trigger
selection differences of the denominator objects is neglected, and the small contribution from
the signal leptons is neglected as well. These effects can introduce a small bias to the final
measurement, which can be easily removed. Based on the statistical uncertainties in the used
simulated samples, consistency between the prediction of the method and observed counts for
varying jet multiplicities, as well as the bias due to double-fakes and the contribution from
the signal itself, a 50% systematic uncertainty is assigned to this method. The contribution
from events with fake leptons is predicted to be 1.1± 0.6, 0.8± 0.4, and 2.5± 1.2 events in the
e+e−, µ+µ−, and e±µ∓ final states respectively. Note that the final lepton identification and
isolation requirements are still fairly loose and can be made tighter should the number of fake
leptons observed be significantly larger (up to about an order of magnitude) than in the current
simulation.
7 Expected uncertainties on the measurement of the cross sec-
tion
In the 10 pb−1 data sample the statistical uncertainty on the cross section measurement using
a simple sum of all modes is expected to be 15%. The signal-to-noise ratio in the sample with
two or more jets in e+e− and µ+µ− channels is about 2 to 1 and in the e±µ∓ mode the signal-to-
noise ratio is 9 to 1. In the e+e− and µ+µ− channels the dominant background originates from
DY+jets, and the estimation of this background will depend on understanding of the missing
transverse energy as well as the jet multiplicity. If this background cannot be controlled with
the first data, the analysis can be limited to the much cleaner e±µ∓ channel, in which case the
statistical uncertainty would increase from 15% to 18%.
The main sources of systematic uncertainties arise from the imperfect knowledge of the lepton
reconstruction efficiencies, the background subtraction, the jet energy scale, the prediction of
the jet multiplicity spectrum, the modeling of the tt production, and the luminosity normaliza-
tion [19]. Many improvements in understanding of the systematic effects will come with the ar-
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not be simulated well, could be estimated from the data sample itself using DY→ e+e− and
µ+µ− events [20]. Based on the current study of systematic effects, the systematic uncertainty
on the cross section measurement is expected to be comparable to the statistical uncertainty
as can be seen in Table 3. For lepton identification and isolation, the uncertainty is assigned
to be 5% and 3% respectively. The jet energy scale systematics is estimated from the observed
difference between the default jet calibration with jet momentum scaled up and down by 10%
corresponding to the expected jet calibration uncertainty in early data. The effect of the abso-
lute momentum scale calibration of the leptons, that is expected to be 1% per lepton, is found
to contribute less than 0.5% to the uncertainty on the cross section and is further neglected. The
theoretical uncertainty is based primarily on the comparison of the fraction of events having
two or more jets as simulated with PYTHIA, MADGRAPH, and next-to-leading order simulation
program MC@NLO [21]. The uncertainty on the residual backgrounds not predicted by the
data driven methods is assigned to be 50% and covers the uncertainty on the sum of the con-
tributions from the single-top (primarily comprised of tW), DY → τ+τ− + jets, and dibosons
(excluding the peaking contribution fromWZ and ZZ) production processes.
Table 3: Summary of uncertainties reported in percent relative to the expected number of signal
events. The uncertainties in e+e− and µ+µ− final states are similar and thus combined.
Source e+e− and µ+µ− e±µ∓
Statistical 25 18
Lepton ID 5 5
Lepton isolation 3 3
Jet energy scale 8 5
Theory 4 4
DY→ ee, µµmethod 10
Fake leptons method 4 4
Residual background 5 4
Integrated luminosity 10 10
The effect of multiple interactions in the same beam-beam collision (pile-up) is not included
here. Studies performed using simplified detector simulation showed that the effect on the
cross section measurement should not exceed 3% with up to an average of 5 multiple interac-
tions, which is a factor of a few above the rate expected in the first 10 pb−1.
8 Tracker-based study
The main analysis is complemented with a study based on the event selection relying primar-
ily on the tracker. Requirements on the calorimeter jets and the missing transverse energy
applied in the main analysis introduce uncertainties related to the calorimeter calibration and
simulation. In this study, jets reconstructed using only charged particle tracks reconstructed in
the tracker (track-jets) are relied on, and the missing energy requirement is not applied. The
only dependence on the calorimeter here is via the electron selection, and via the isolation re-
quirements. While it is possible to keep a similar signal-to-noise by dropping the calorimeter
isolation requirement and by tightening the tracker isolation requirement, the systematic effect
due to the calorimeter isolation is not expected to be large and the choice was made to keep
the same selection of the two leptons. A fraction of the systematic uncertainties related to the
jet multiplicity selection efficiency using track-jets is independent of that using the calorimeter
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jets. This complementary study can be used as a cross check of the main measurement or can
be combined to give a smaller systematic uncertainty.
The same trigger and dilepton selections are used. Jets reconstructed in the tracker with the
same seedless infrared-safe cone jet algorithm with cone size of ∆R = 0.5 [12] that is used for
the calorimeter-jet reconstruction, are counted if they satisfy pT > 20 GeV/c and |η| < 2.4.
These track-jets are not calibrated. The average momentum of the tracker jet is approximately
a half of the matching calibrated calorimeter jet in the momentum range used in the analyses
here.
The same data driven methods as used in the main analysis to estimate the DY and fake lepton
contributions are applied. All the systematic uncertainties apply in the same way except for
the jet energy scale systematics, which is expected to be about a factor of two smaller.
As can be seen in Table 2 and in Fig. 4, the e±µ∓ final state is still the cleanest and provides a
similar sensitivity in this mode as in the main analysis. Here the fraction of events with at least
two tracker jets is smaller than it is in the main analysis selection with calorimeter jets: about
a half of the discrepancy is due to a track jet not being reconstructed, and the rest is due to a
track jet being below the threshold of 20 GeV/c. In the e+e− and µ+µ− final states the DY is
almost 70% relative to the signal in events with at least two jets. The event aplanarity can be
used to further suppress DY by a factor of about 1.5 at a loss of 20% in signal efficiency. Here
the aplanarity is defined as 3/2 of the smallest eigenvalue of the bilinear form defined as a sum
of ~p⊗~p for all track momenta in the event.
9 Study of b-quark content in the signal sample
After the top-quark pair production is observed in early data, a confirmation is necessary to
show that the signal events contain jets from b-quarks. The majority of selected events with
jets coming from tt are expected to have two jets from b-quarks while most of the background
contributions are expected to have less than two. The plan is to use b-tagging to identify jets
coming from b-quarks. Initially, a cleaner signal sample is preferred to validate the performance
of b-tagging.
A simple algorithm based on counting tracks associated to the jet and displaced from the pri-
mary collision vertex is chosen from a number of b-tagging algorithms available at CMS. In this
algorithm, a jet is tagged if at least two tracks from this jet are found to have a displacement
from the primary vertex normalized to its expected resolution (displacement significance) to
be above a certain minimal value. The value of the minimal displacement significance in this
study is chosen to correspond to a misidentification rate of the light-flavor jets of 10%. The re-
quirement on the significance will eventually be calibrated from data. A sample larger than the
first 10 pb−1 will probably be needed to reliably use b-tagging. As a consequence, this study is
performed for 100 pb−1.
Except for the b-tagging, the same event selection is used with an addition of a more stringent
requirement on the missing transverse energy: E/T > 50 GeV in the µ+µ− and e+e− final states,
and E/T > 30 GeV in the e±µ∓ final state. Data driven methods will be used to predict the DY
and fake lepton backgrounds similar to what is used in the analysis of the first 10 pb−1. The
DY method extends the idea described in Section 5: the fraction of events outside the Z-peak
range are extracted from data events with E/T < 20 GeV which is statistically feasible with this
larger data sample. The fake lepton contribution is estimated using a method similar to that
described in Section 6. All the sources of systematic uncertainties described in Section 7 apply
9here. In addition, there is an uncertainty due to b-tagging performance: it is estimated to be 4%
with one b-tag and as high as 14% with two b-tags required in the event.
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the majority of the signal events are expected to have at least one b-
tagged jet. The contribution from the single top is small in events with at least two b-tagged
jets. All other backgrounds primarily do not have b-tagged jets and entries with b-tags are in
agreement with an order of 10% misidentification rate expected for the chosen tagging algo-
rithm targeted to provide a high efficiency. The expected Njets distributions for events with at
least one b-tagged jet and at least two b-tagged jets are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. The
expected number of events with at least two jets in both cases are given in Table 4. If no events
pass in the given sample, an upper limit corresponding to two simulated events is reported
except for the QCD sample, where no events pass the selection and this upper limit estimate
would be excessively weak. The QCD multi-jet events are not expected to exceed the rate of
theW + jets events. The contribution from the Z/W + bb, cc events is reported here separately
from the DY+jets to illustrate the contribution of these events is small even after two b-tags are
required.
Table 4: Expected number of events passing the full event selection of the b-quark content
study with Njets ≥ 2 in 100 pb−1 reported with statistical uncertainty corresponding to the size
of the simulated samples. If no events pass in the given sample, an upper limit corresponding
to two simulated events is reported. No events pass the selection in the simulated QCD sample,
it is not reported here as specified in the text. The numbers are for events with at least one b-
tagged jet and for events with at least two b-tagged jets.
One or more b-tag Two or more b-tags
Data sample e+e− µ+µ− e±µ∓ e+e− µ+µ− e±µ∓
tt→ `` 81± 2 99± 2 302± 3 49± 1 58± 2 176± 2
other tt 2.6± 0.4 0.9± 0.2 7.1± 0.5 1.6± 0.3 0.5± 0.1 3.9± 0.4
Single top 3.7± 0.4 5.3± 0.4 15.3± 0.7 1.4± 0.2 1.7± 0.2 6.0± 0.5
WW/WZ/ZZ 0.7± 0.2 0.8± 0.2 1.5± 0.2 0.3± 0.2 0.3± 0.2 0.5± 0.2
DY+jets 2.9± 1.1 6.2± 1.5 1.6± 0.9 < 0.6 0.8± 0.6 0.7± 0.6
Z/W + bb, cc 0.2± 0.1 0.4± 0.2 0.3± 0.1 0.1± 0.1 0.1± 0.1 0.1± 0.1
W + jets < 1 < 1 1.2± 0.7 < 1 < 1 < 1
Total backgrounds 10.2± 1.5 14.1± 1.8 27.3± 1.3 3.2± 0.6 3.4± 0.7 11.2± 0.5
From a comparison of results reported in Tables 2 and 4 it is clear that a requirement of a b-tag
in the event increases the signal-to-noise ratio. In particular, in the e±µ∓ mode with two b-
tagged jets this ratio is approximately 16 to 1 compared to that of 9 to 1 with the main analysis
selections. Amore significant gain in purity is achieved in the e+e− and µ+µ− final states where
the requirement of two b-tags in the event substantially reduces the DY+jets contribution. This
should allow for a statistically significant comparison of themeasured cross section in the same-
flavor modes and in the e±µ∓ mode. Prior to that the e±µ∓ mode can be used to validate the
performance of the b-tagging algorithm.
10 Conclusions
Expectations for observing the top quark pair production in final states with two leptons and
jets using the first 10 pb−1 of CMS data are presented. Clear observation of the signal is ex-
pected in the 10 pb−1 sample with two or more jets with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 4 to 1 in
all channels combined and about 9 to 1 in the e±µ∓ channel alone. The signal production cross
10 10 Conclusions
section is expected to be measured with an uncertainty of ±15(stat.)± 10(syst.)± 10(lum.)%,
relative to the SM expected value, where the uncertainties are the statistical, the systematic ex-
cluding the luminosity normalization, and the sample luminosity normalization. Understand-
ing of the systematic effects and assessment of background expectations will improve after data
collection begins. In anticipation of having data, two methods are developed to reduce depen-
dence on the simulation and rely more on observations in events with enhanced background
contribution. These methods are used to separately predict the contribution from DY+jets and
from fake leptons.
Two detailed studies extend this analysis: first, a selection that relies less on the calorimeter by
using jets reconstructed in the tracker and omitting the missing transverse energy requirement
is considered to complement the main selection. Secondly, a selection of events with identified
b-quark jets is considered and the expectations for events with b-jets are presented.
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Figure 1: The expected number of dilepton events as a function of missing transverse energy
based on MC simulation only and normalized to 10 pb−1 in e+e− (top left), µ+µ− (top right),
e±µ∓ (bottom left), and all channels combined (bottom right). The distributions are for events
passing the dilepton selections and having at least two jets. The figures show contributions
from tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined
(light blue), DY→ ττ (black), DY→ e+e− or→ µ+µ− (red),W+jets (blue), and QCD (purple).
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Figure 2: The expected number of dilepton events as a function of jet multiplicity based on
MC simulation only and normalized to 10 pb−1 in e+e− (top left), µ+µ− (top right), e±µ∓
(bottom left), and all channels combined (bottom right). The figures show contributions from
tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined (light
blue), DY→ ττ (black), DY→ e+e− or→ µ+µ− (red),W+jets (blue), and QCD (purple).
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Figure 3: The expected number of dilepton events as a function of calorimeter jet multiplicity
based on MC simulation only and normalized to 10 pb−1 in e+e− (top left), µ+µ− (top right),
e±µ∓ (bottom left), and all channels combined (bottom right). The distributions are for events
passing the dilepton selections and the track-corrected E/T > 30 GeV in the ee and µµ final states
and the track-corrected E/T > 20 GeV in the eµ final state. The figures show contributions from
tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined (light
blue), DY→ ττ (black), DY→ e+e− or → µ+µ− (red), W+jets (blue), and QCD (purple). The
vertical scale here is set to match Fig. 2 to simplify side-by-side comparison.
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Figure 4: Number of track-jets in ee (top left), µµ (top right), eµ (bottom left) and in all fi-
nal states combined (bottom right) in events passing the dilepton selections. Distributions are
scaled to 10 pb−1. The figures show contributions from tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single
top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined (light blue), DY→ ττ (black), DY→ e+e− or
→ µ+µ− (red), and W+jets (blue). Logarithmic vertical scale on three of the plots is used to
keep the signal contribution visible.
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Figure 5: Number of b-tagged calorimeter jets in ee (top left), µµ (top right), and in eµ final
states (bottom) in events passing the dilepton selections with at least two jets and with E/T >
50 GeV in the ee and µµ and E/T > 30 GeV in the eµ final states omitting the number of b-
tags requirements. Distributions are scaled to 100 pb−1. The figures show contributions from
tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined (light
blue), W/Z → bb, cc (beige), DY+jets (red), and W+jets (blue). The last bin in each figure
includes the overflow entries.
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Figure 6: Number of calorimeter jets in events with at least one b-tagged jet in ee (top left),
µµ (top right), and in eµ final states (bottom) in events passing the dilepton selections with
E/T > 50 GeV in the ee and µµ and E/T > 30 GeV in the eµ final states omitting the number of
jets requirement. Distributions are scaled to 100 pb−1. The figures show contributions from
tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined (light
blue), W/Z → bb, cc (beige), DY+jets (red), and W+jets (blue). The last bin in each figure
includes the overflow entries.
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Figure 7: Number of calorimeter jets in events with at least two b-tagged jet in ee (top left),
µµ (top right), and in eµ final states (bottom) in events passing the dilepton selections with
E/T > 50 GeV in the ee and µµ and E/T > 30 GeV in the eµ final states omitting the number of
jets requirement. Distributions are scaled to 100 pb−1. The figures show contributions from
tt signal (green), other tt (gray), single top (light brown), WW, WZ, and ZZ combined (light
blue), W/Z → bb, cc (beige), DY+jets (red), and W+jets (blue). The last bin in each figure
includes the overflow entries.
